
Nirovision provides a combination of licence 
plate recognition and face authentication 
software that seamlessly integrates with 
Rapid Global to identify workers and 
vehicles, check their compliance and grant 
access through a boom gate or turnstile in 
under one second.

This helps ensure that everyone onsite is 
inducted and compliant.

Streamline access for vehicles
Using strategically placed IP cameras at vehicle entry and exit checkpoints, Nirovision is able 
to scan the licence plate of a vehicle, cross check compliance in Rapid Global and automatically 
open a boom gate if the vehicle is authorised and compliant to come onsite.

Licence plate recognition Identify vehicles with automatic licence plate recognition and log entry and exit times.

Vehicle compliance Cross check compliance within Rapid Global to know if a vehicle is authorised to access.

Driver ID check Add face recognition to automatically identify drivers and check their compliance.

Access control Pair with access control to open boom gates for inducted and compliant vehicles  
and drivers.

Make pedestrian access more secure
Using IP cameras at a turnstile or door, Nirovision is able to identify a person, cross check their 
compliance in Rapid Global, sign the person in and automatically grant access if authorised  
and compliant.

Face authentication Identify and sign in authorised personnel with a fast and secure face check.

Individual compliance Cross check compliance within Rapid Global to know if a person is inducted  
and compliant.

Company compliance Check the contractor company’s compliance and if details and insurances are up to date.

Access control Pair with door and turnstile access control to automatically grant or deny entry  
if authorised.

Fully integrated modular workforce management software.

Making workplaces 
safer by ensuring 
that only authorised 
personnel can gain 
access

Transform workplace access with AI Checkpoints

Free support 
Our Client Services Team are ready 
to help with your technical questions 
and to ensure you get the most out of 
your Rapid products.



Seamless integrations
Nirovision’s API and third-party integrations provide further value to ensuring a safe and secure site.

Protege GX Integrate with Protege GX access control by ICT.

Inception Integrate with Inception access control by Inner Range.

Nx Witness Add facial recognition to your VMS for powerful insights about traffic and people.

API & Webhooks Nirovision provides a RESTful HTTP API with webhooks that enable custom functionality 
and more complex workflows.

Fully integrated modular workforce management software.

View insights with the Nirovision apps
Nirovision provides a web and mobile app for admins to review insights at the desk or on the go.

Sign-in activity See a real time record of everyone who has signed in. Filter by time, by label, or status.

Vehicle logs View a log of all vehicles including which vehicles triggered access control.

Today dashboard See who and how many people were seen today, and any alarms that were triggered.

Identity profiles View a person’s profile to see their attendance across the week or month.

Real-time alarms Be alerted if someone is stopped because they are not inducted or compliant.

Evacuation management Start an evacuation from the web or mobile app to bring up a list of everyone onsite. 
Use spot checks to mark people as safe and avoid messy roll calls and errors.

Spot checks Identify someone on the spot using the Nirovision mobile app. Verify someone’s  
sign in status and if they are compliant.

Security monitoring Empower security cameras with AI Vision. Set up alerts if someone not authorised 
enters a restricted area. See a live view of your cameras.



Data privacy and security
We adhere to the Australian Privacy Principles (APPs) contained in the Privacy Act 1988 (Cth) 
(Privacy Act) and to the extent applicable, the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). 
Find more information in our data security policy.

ISO 27001 certified 
datacentres

Our data centres are committed to meeting the highest standards of information 
security and are ISO 27001 certified.

Encryption The latest encryption methods are applied to prevent unauthorised access to data  
while at rest and in transit.

Comprehensive  
access controls

Built with comprehensive “permissions based” access controls which allow company 
administrators full control on who has access to your highly sensitive personal 
information and documentation.

Two-factor 
authentication

Powered by the Google Authenticator app, two-factor verification (2FA) provides 
an additional layer of protection, helping to secure your account against password 
breaches, keylogging, and other cybersecurity threats.

Fully integrated modular workforce management software.
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Nirovision leverages world-class technology partners that meet the strictest compliance standards. 

• All client data is stored and encrypted in disparate cloud systems, built on the Asia Pacific (Sydney) region 
of the AWS (Amazon Web Services) platform.

• Our authentication partner is Auth0, an industry-leading identity management platform. Nirovision offers 
RS256 signed JWTs for authentication via Auth0, in line with OIDC compliance.

Nirovision applications are accessed via HTTPS using Transport Layer Security (TLS) encryption.

Nirovision utilises multiple layers of security controls (software, physical and process based) to protect client data.

Request a demo 
Scan the QR code to discover more 

Request a demo 
Scan the QR code to discover more 
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